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Abstract :  Cloud computing has demonstrated that processing very large datasets over commodity clusters can be done by 

giving the right programming model. Cloud can be meant as an infrastructure that provides resources and/or service over the 

internet. A cloud can be a storage cloud that provides block or file based storage service or it can be a compute cloud that 

provides computational services. Data mining is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it 

into useful information. Mining association rules is one of the most important aspects in data mining. Association rules are 

dependency rules which predict occurrence of an item based on occurrences of other items. Apriori is the best-known algorithm 

to mine association rules. The Apriori algorithm had a major problem of multiple scans through the entire data. It required a lot 

of space and time. The main issue with data mining techniques is that the space required for the item set and there operations 

are very huge. If we combine data mining techniques with cloud computing environment, then we can rent the space from the 

cloud providers on demand. This solution can solve the problem of huge space with better application usage in low cost. We 

can apply data mining techniques without taking any consideration of space. The modification in our paper suggests that we do 

not scan the whole database to count the support for every attribute. This is possible by keeping the count of minimum support 

and then comparing it with the support of every attribute. The support of an attribute is counted only till the time it reaches the 

minimum support value. using sector/sphere framework with association rules 

 

IndexTerms - Cloud computing, data mining, frequent pattern. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Data mining is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful 

information - information that can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. It allows users to analyze 

data from many different dimensions or angles, categorize it, and summarize the relationships identified. 

Mining Association rule is a way to find interesting associations among large sets of data items. Using this we 

have determined the frequent item sets based on a predefined support. 

 

Cloud Computing [1,2] is a new business model. The term “Cloud computing” describes it as a system platform 

or a kind of software application. First, a system platform means, based on real time, it can dynamically 

proviso, configure, re-configure and de-proviso a system. In a cloud computing platform, server is a physical 

server or a virtual server. High end cloud computing generally includes other computation resources. Cloud 

computing is a new concept with a broad definition. Cloud computing is a new network computing paradigm 

based on IP architecture, and its potential lies in new business applications. For the majority of operators and 

enterprises, the main task associated with cloud computing is next generation data center transformation. 

"Computing" generally refers to computing application; that is, any IT application in industry or in the market. 

Because network technologies are being converged, all applications in information, communication, and video 

are integrated on a unified platform. Likewise, computing in cloud computing refers to any integrated 

application. The key characteristic of cloud computing is not "computing" but "cloud." It distributes the 

computing tasks to the resource pool constituted of a large number of computers, so that a variety of application 

systems can obtain computing power, storage space and a variety of software services on demand. The novelty 

of the Cloud Computing is that it almost provides unlimited cheap storage and computing power. This provides 

a platform for the storage and mining of mass data. The role of data analytics increases in several request 

domains to cope with the big amount of captured data. Cloud computing adopt virtualization, service-oriented 

architecture, autonomic computing, and utility computing. Cloud computing is the delivery of computing as a 

service rather than a product, whereby shared resources, software, and information are provided to computers 

and other devices as a utility over a network. This will ensure cloud computing becomes more widespread 

among enterprises, institutions, organizations, and operators. Cloud computing not only provides traditional IT 
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resource usage and application services, but also supports full resource usage and application services such as 

IT, communications, video, mobile, and Internet of Things using a converged network infrastructure.  

 

Frequent Pattern Mining is most powerful problem in association mining. Most of the algorithms are 

based on algorithm is a classical algorithm of association rule mining [2,3, 4]. Lots of algorithms for mining 

association rules and their mutations are proposed on basis of Apriori Algorithm [2, 3]. Most of the previous 

studies adopt Apriori-like algorithms, which generateand- test candidates and improving algorithm strategy and 

structure. Several modifications on apriori algorithm are focused on algorithm Strategy but no one algorithm 

emphasis on representation of database. A simple approach is if we implement in Transposed database then 

result is very fast. Recently, different works proposed a new way to mine patterns in transposed databases 

where a database with thousands of attributes but only tens of objects [2]. In many example attribute are very 

large than objects or algorithm FD-Mine[9]. The main characteristics of it contain compressing the whole FP-

tree for preserving data privacy and abating the network latency, and addressing a better dispatching workset 

strategy for load balancing than BTPtree[11]which extends TPFPtree.  

 

CLOUD COMPUTING 

Cloud computing is the delivery of computing as a service rather than a product, whereby shared resources, 

software, and information are provided to computers and other devices as a utility (like the electricity grid) over 

a network (typically the Internet). A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection 

of interconnected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more 

unified computing resources based on service-level agreements established through negotiation between the 

service provider and consumers. The increased degree of connectivity and the increasing amount of data has led 

many providers and in particular data centers to employ larger infrastructures with dynamic load and access 

balancing. A cloud service has three distinct characteristics that differentiate it from traditional hosting. 1. It is 

sold on demand, typically by the minute or the hour. 2. It is elastic - a user can have as much or as little of a 

service as they want at any given time 3. Service is fully managed by the provider (the consumer needs nothing 

but a personal computer and Internet access). There are several reasons to adopt cloud computing like cost, 

scalability, business agility, and disaster recovery. Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-

demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned 

and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. 

 

This cloud model promotes availability and is composed of  

1. Four deployment models: 

 Private cloud  

 Community cloud  

Public cloud  

 Hybrid cloud 

2. Three service models: 

 Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS)  

 Cloud Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

 Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)  

3. Five essential characteristics: 

 On-demand self-service  

     Broad network access 

 Resource pooling 

 Rapid elasticity  

 Measured Service  

4. Key enabling technologies include: 

Fast wide-area networks  

Powerful, inexpensive server computers 

High-performance virtualization  

    commodity hardware 
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Fig.1 Cloud Computing 

 

In general, a public (external) cloud is an environment that exists outside a company’s firewall. It can be a 

service offered by a third-party vendor. It could also be referred to as a shared or multi-tenanted, virtualized 

infrastructure managed by means of a self-service portal. A private (Internal) cloud reproduces the delivery 

models of a public cloud and does so behind a firewall for the exclusive benefit of an organization and its 

customers. The self-service administration interface is still in place while the IT infrastructure resources being 

collected are internal. In a hybrid cloud environment, external services are leveraged to extend or supplement 

an internal cloud. 

 

III. DATA MINING IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Data mining techniques and applications are very much needed in the cloud computing paradigm. As cloud 

computing is penetrating more and more in all ranges of business and scientific computing, it becomes a great 

area to be focused by data mining. “Cloud computing denotes the new trend in Internet services that rely on 

clouds of servers to handle tasks. Data mining in cloud computing is the process of extracting structured 

information from unstructured or semi-structured web data sources. The data mining in Cloud Computing 

allows organizations to centralize the management of software and data storage, with assurance of efficient, 

reliable and secure services for their users.” [7] As Cloud computing refers to software and hardware delivered 

as services over the Internet, in Cloud computing data mining software is also provided in this way. The main 

effects of data mining tools being delivered by the Cloud are: • The customer only pays for the data mining 

tools that he needs – that reduces his costs since he doesn’t have to pay for complex data mining suites that he 

is not using exhaustive; • The customer doesn’t have to maintain a hardware infrastructure, as he can apply data 

mining through a browser – this means that he has to pay only the costs that are generated by using Cloud 

computing. Using data mining through Cloud computing reduces the barriers that keep small companies from 

benefiting of the data mining instruments. “Cloud Computing denotes the new trend in Internet services that 

rely on clouds of servers to handle tasks. Data mining in cloud computing is the process of extracting structured 

information from unstructured or semi-structured web data sources. The data mining in Cloud Computing 

allows organizations to centralize the management of software and data storage, with assurance of efficient, 

reliable and secure services for their users.” The implementation of data mining techniques through Cloud 

computing will allow the users to retrieve meaningful information from virtually integrated data warehouse that 

reduces the costs of infrastructure and storage. 

 

IV. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Association rule mining is a popular and well researched area for discovering interesting relations between variables in large 

databases for Cloud Computing Environment. We have to analyze the coloring process of dyeing unit using association rule 

mining algorithms using frequent patterns. These frequent patterns have a confidence for different treatments of the dyeing 

process. These confidences help the dyeing unit expert called dyer to predict better combination or association of treatments.  

Various algorithms are used for the coloring process of dyeing unit using association rules. For example. LRM,FP Growth 

Method., H-Mine and Aprori algorithm But these algorithm significantly reduces the size of candidate sets . However, it can 

suffer from three-nontrivial costs:  

(1) Generating a huge number of candidate sets, and  

(2) Repeatedly scanning the database and checking the candidates by pattern matching.  

(3) It take more time for generate frequent item set.  

(4) The large databases cannot be executed efficiently in H-Mine and LRM algorithms, We have to proposed such that algorithm 

that it has a very limited and precisely predictable main memory cost and runs very quickly in memory-based settings. it can be 

scaled up to very large databases using database partitioning and to identify the better dyeing process of dyeing unit. 
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V. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In 2010, Kawuu W.Lin et al. [4] proposed a set of strategies for many-task frequent pattern mining. Through empirical 

evaluations on various simulation conditions, the proposed strategies deliver excellent performance in terms of execution time. 

 In 2010, Yang Lai et al. [5] proposed a data mining framework on Hadoop using the Java Persistence API (JPA) and MySQL 

Cluster. The framework is elaborated in the implementation of a decision tree algorithm on Hadoop. We compare the data 

indexing algorithm with Hadoop MapFile indexing, which performs a binary search, in a modest cloud environment. The results 

show the algorithm is more efficient than naïve MapFile indexing. They compare the JDBC and JPA implementations of the data 

mining framework. The performance shows the framework is efficient for data mining on Hadoop.  

In 2010, Jiabin Deng et al. [6] propose about the use of Power-law Distributions and Improved Cubic Spline Interpolation for 

multi-perspective analysis of shareware download frequency. The tasks include data mining the usage patterns and to build a 

mathematical model. Through analysis and checks, in accordance with changes to usage requirements, our proposed methods will 

intelligently adjust the data redundancy of cloud storage. Thus, storage resources are fine tuned and storage efficiency is greatly 

enhanced 

. In 2011, Lingjuan Li et al. [7] proposed a strategy of mining association rules in cloud computing environment is focused on. 

Firstly, cloud computing, Hadoop, MapReduce programming model, Apriori algorithm and parallel association rule mining 

algorithm are introduced. Then, a parallel association rule mining strategy adapting to the cloud computing environment is 

designed. It includes data set division method, data set allocation method, improved Apriori algorithm, and the implementation 

procedure of the improved Apriori algorithm on MapReduce. Finally, the Hadoop platform is built and the experiment for testing 

performance of the strategy as well as the improved algorithm has been done. 

 In 2011, T.R. Gopalakrishnan Nair et al. [8] presents a specific method of implementing kmeans approach for data mining in 

such scenarios. In this approach data is geographically distributed in multiple regions formed under several virtual machines. The 

results show that hierarchical virtual k-means approach is an efficient mining scheme for cloud databases.  

In 2011, Lingjuan Li et al. [9] Focus on the strategy of mining association rules in cloud computing environment. Firstly, cloud 

computing, Hadoop, Map Reduce programming model, Apriori algorithm and parallel association rule mining algorithm are 

introduced. Then, a parallel association rule mining strategy adapting to the cloud computing environment is designed. It includes 

data set division method, data set allocation method, improved Apriori algorithm, and the implementation procedure of the 

improved Apriori algorithm on Map Reduce. Finally, the Hadoop platform is built and the experiment for testing performance of 

the strategy as well as the improved algorithm has been done.  

In 2011, Fabrizio Marozzo et al. [10] present a Data Mining Cloud App framework that supports the execution of parameter 

sweeping data mining applications on a Cloud. The framework has been implemented using the Windows Azure platform, and 

evaluated through a set of parameter sweeping clustering and classification applications. The experimental results demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed framework, as well as the scalability that can be achieved through the parallel execution of 

parameter sweeping applications on a pool of virtual servers. 

In 2016 P. Alagesh Kannan, Dr. E. Ramaraj[14] present MDL based reduction in frequent pattern. It provides good reduction of 

frequent pattern for all type of data. 

In 2015 Mr. Gaurav P. Wankhad e, Prof. Ms. V. M. Deshmukh[15] concentrates on the tendency of customer on the basis of 

frequently purchased item sets by enhanced apriori algorithm. And it is useful predictor with lower number of scan 

In 2015 Gajendra Singh Rajput, Nayna Sharma, Shashank Swami[16] find all cooccurrence relationship data items by fuzzy 

association rule mining technique and its result shown better performance than previous work. 

In 2015 Rohit Miri, Priyanka Tripathi, Keshri Verma, S.R.Tand [17]  perform the elimination of those items set which are not 

important for finding any association rule. They use pseudo code or algorithm to achieve these tasks. 

VI. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The Apriori algorithm had a major problem of multiple scans through the entire data. It required a lot of space and time. The 

modification in our paper suggests that we do not scan the whole database to count the support for every attribute. This is possible 

by keeping the count of minimum support and then comparing it with the support of every attribute. The support of an attribute is 

counted only till the time it reaches the minimum support value. Up to the support for an attribute need not be known. This 

provision is possible by using a variable named flag in the algorithm. As soon as flag changes its value, the loop is broken and the 

value for support is noted. The pseudo code for the proposed algorithm is as follows: 
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Input : Database, D, of transactions; Minimum support threshold, min_sup 

Output : L, frequent itemsets in D 

Method : 

1) L(1)= find_frequent _1-itemsets(D);  

2) For each transaction t belongs to D) count_items= count_items(t);  

4) For (k=2; L(k-1)!=null; k++)  

5) {  

6) C(k)= apriori_gen(L(k-1, min_sup);  

7) flag=1; 

 8) For each transaction t belonging to D Where count_items>=k 

 9) {  

10) If (flag==1)  

11) {  

12) c=subset(C(k),t);  

13) c.count++;  

14) if (c.count==min_sup) 

15) flag=0;  

16) }  

17) if (flag==0)  

18) Exit from loop  

19) }  

20) L(k)={c.count=min_sup} 

 21) } 

 22) return L=U(k) L(k); 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL OUPUT 

we evaluate the performance of Apriori and Memory based Algorithm. To make the evaluation, we check the performance of 

Apriori and memory based approach on the different support count and fixed support count with different size of dataset 

When cloud computing introduced usage of cloud and its application is not so high. As the time passed and people comes to know 

the advantage of this technology the usage increases gradually and lot of application were also introduced in the cloud 

environment.  
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Figure 2 shows the result and scenario of increasing application of different category in cloud environment which make cloud and 

its application easy for the users. The application which is developed in this dissertation when merged with cloud environment it 

also increases the application category in cloud environment.  

Figure 3 shows the result in term of cost, application, and space in cloud environment. When the user need to develop some 

application he has to purchases all his required items like application software (required), storage, platform and database etc. This 

increases the cost but if the user use cloud environment and take services (IAAS, PAAS, SAAS) from cloud service provider the 

cost get reduced for the same application. Graph 2 shows that with the use of cloud user can use application in low cost, better on 

demand application usage and full storage space provide by cloud provider. Low cost means that user has to pay for the 

application which he use as per agreement, Application usage get better using this application means, generally 50 percent of 

cloud is need by provider from where he provide its service and remaining 50 percent is used by user. It is better in term of 

performance. In this dissertation we had also compared the cost in the cloud and non cloud environment considering only 

platform as a service as the role module in cloud computing 

 

Fig(2): Category of Application 

 

We took the calculation of cloud computing in the following manner: 

 

Table(1): Category of Application in term of cost 

The final output is deduce by the below formula Cloud Cost = (Application Cost + API + Query Load + Storage) * month  

In the non cloud environment we consider the computation in the following manner: 
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Table(2): Category of Application in term of cost 

The final output is deduce by the below formula 

Non Cloud Cost = (Application Software + Storage+ Database) * (man * average salary) * month 

 

Fig(3): the result in term of cost, application 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we want to generalize the formulation of data mining techniques with cloud computing environment. In data mining 

we want to find useful patterns with different methodology. The main issue with data mining techniques is that the space required 

for the item set and there operations are very huge. If we combine data mining techniques with cloud computing environment, 

then we can rent the space from the cloud providers on demand. This solution can solve the problem of huge space and we can 

apply data mining techniques without taking any consideration of space. This paper basically survey and analyze the utility for 

solving the above situation. In future we concentrate on the real time scenario with their implementation and stress can be also 

given over profit maximization using data mining. 
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